Oligonucleotide gas-phase hydrogen/deuterium exchange with D2S in the collision cell of a quadrupole-Fourier transform ion cyclotron resonance mass spectrometer.
We have implemented gas-phase hydrogen/deuterium exchange (HDX) experiments in the external collision cell of a hybrid quadrupole-Fourier transform ion cyclotron resonance mass spectrometer. In this configuration, multiply charged oligonucleotide anions undergo significant exchange with D(2)S at reaction intervals ranging from 0.11 to 60.1 s. For DNA homohexamers, relative exchange rates were dC(6) approximately dA(6) > dG(6) > dT(6), correlating with the gas-phase acidities of nucleobases (C > A > T > G), except for guanine. Our results are consistent with a relay mechanism in which D(2)S interacts with both a backbone phosphate group and a neutral nucleobase through hydrogen bonding. We propose that the faster exchange of polyguanosine compared to polythymidine is due to the larger size of guanine and the orientation of its labile hydrogens, which may result in gas-phase conformations more favorable for forming complexes with D(2)S. Similar trends were observed for RNA homohexamers, although their HDX rates were faster than for DNA, suggesting they can also exchange via another relay process involving the 2'-hydroxyl group. HDX of DNA duplexes further supports the involvement of nucleobase hydrogens because duplexes exchanged slower than their corresponding single strands, presumably due to the intermolecular hydrogen bonds between nucleobases. This work constitutes the first investigation of the mechanisms of oligonucleotide gas-phase HDX. Our results on duplexes show promise for application of this strategy to the characterization of structured nucleic acids.